


weword •

Plaster, stucco and concrete materials play a

vitally important part in the present-day construction of all types of buildings ranging from

comparatively small residences to large commercial, industrial or governmental buildings.

The durability, practicability, appearance and length of satisfactory service of such

materials are to a great extent determined by the reinforcing properties of the surface to

which they are applied. That is why every architect, structural engineer, contractor,

builder and owner should be familiar with Johns-Manville Steeltex and associate products.

Johns-Manville Steeltex products are adaptable to all types of construction. They do

not in any way involve changes in present building practices, but represent a decided forward

step in the application and reinforcement of interior plaster, exterior stucco, brick or stone

veneer and concrete. This comprehensive line of Steeltex products is backed by production

facilities and a nation-wide soles and service organization second to none in the industry,

while their high quality definitely reflects the constant research, development and improve-

ment which is the natural heritage of any product bearing the Johns-Manville name.
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J-M STEELTEX REINFORCES

•LASTER ON THE PRINCIPLE

DF REINFORCED CONCRETE

9 Quality building is so often judged by the

permanence and appearance of the interior

plaster walls and ceilings, that architects and

builders recognize the need for utmost care in

the specification and application of this all-

important item of construction. And no other

factor contributes so much to better plastering

than the base to which the plaster is applied.

The need for a plaster base which reinforces

and strengthens the plaster has long been

acknowledged and such a base is available in

J-M Steeltex. Over a period of more than 15

years, this product has met the most exacting

requirements of architects, contractors and

owners. During this time, it has been improved

and developed to a point of efficiency that

makes the present-day Johns-Manville Steeltex

for Plaster (Type-A) one of the outstanding

products in the building material field.

The fundamental principle adhered to in the

design and development of this plaster base

was the same as had been instrumental in the

development of reinforced concrete. Only ac-

tual embedment of steel wire as an integral

part of the finished slab could possibly result

in maximum reinforcement. By applying this

engineering principle the success of Steeltex

was practically assured from the very outset.

Today, Steeltex for Plaster provides walls

and ceilings that retain their original beauty

and stability with minimum danger of cracking

or falling plaster. It grips the plaster and holds

it tightly while at the same time reinforcing it

against strain caused by settlement, distortion

or warping. Any building, large or small, can

now have the benefit of this improved Steeltex

for Plaster at a new low price, with definite

assurance that its qualify will contribute to

the reputation of those who specify and use it.
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MAIN ADVANTAGES

OF STEELTEX

1* The plaster is reinforced just like

concrete by embedding a network of

welded steel wires in the plaster. These

copper-bearing wires are further pro-

tected against corrosion by a heavy
coat of zinc.

2« Steeltex has board-like rigidity due

to the trusses formed by the steel wires.

This truss design prevents unsightly

stud marks, strengthens the plaster slab

and introduces elements of marked
economy.

3« The heavy fibrous backing bonds

instantly with the plaster and saves

time and money by reducing waste in

»



Rigidf
^asy to 'handle Sheets

J-M Steeltex comes to the job in clean,

strong and attractive fibre cartons. The

sheets are packed 44 to a package and

measure 3QV2" x 49
1

'. This convenient size

coupled with the natural rigidity of Steeltex

not only makes for ease of handling but

contributes to greater economy through a

saving in application time. The sheets

arrive on the job in their original condition

with no bent corners or other objectionable

damages to mar the efficiency of their

reinforcing properties.

"Zruss Action Rigidity"

The rigidity of Steeltex for Plaster is due

entirely to its unique "Truss Action." A con-

tinuous "V" shaped truss is formed by cor-

rugating the welded steel mesh. These corru-

gations occurring every 4 3/8", run the entire

length of the sheet and at right angles to

the studs or joists when the sheet is applied

on the job. As a result, a minimum amount

of plaster is required to produce a smooth,

level surface. Furthermore, "Truss Action

Rigidity" makes for faster, easier troweling

of the plaster.

loRnsManville
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floating Wall Action

The "Truss Action" performs another impor-

tant function. Note that in this rear view of

the sheet, the trusses hold the plaster slab

away from the wood studs, reducing con-

tact to a relatively few points. This "floating

wall action" lessens the likelihood of plaster

cracks because strains which are caused by

swelling or distortion of the framework are

not transferred directly to the plaster.



All Angles and £aps Reinforced

When Steeltex is properly applied (and

proper application is simple), the steel mesh

extends across all vertical and horizontal

laps and around all angles and corners mak-

ing the reinforcement continuous. This en-

ables the steel wires to take up the stress

and strain normally encountered at the

angles and laps; corner and joint reinforcing

is thus provided at no extra cost. Thorough

embedment of the steel wires in the plaster

produces a solid, one-piece plaster con-

struction, reinforced like concrete.

(Instant JXonding Action

The instant bond between the plaster and

the specially-designed fibrous paper back-

ing of Steeltex greatly facilitates the eco-

nomical application of the plaster. There

are no plaster keys or wasteful droppings

inside the wall. The fibrous backing receives

the wet mortar smoothly; a fact verified by

thousands of plasterers who have worked

over Steeltex. This instant bonding action is

particularly desirable on ceilings where plas-

ter droppings are usually excessive.

£conomn in £abor and Watetials

Plaster, sand and time are saved by the

automatic back-plastering and instant

bonding action of Steeltex for Plaster-Type

A. The sheet is rigid under pressure of the

trowel and the mortar slices off easily

and evenly. Plaster keys are eliminated and

the wet mortar is securely held in place,

allowing the steel wires to become com-

pletely and firmly embedded in the plaster.
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tasq to fiend and Cut

The illustration indicates the simplicity with

which Steeltex can be bent to form sharp,

straight, ceiling and corner angles. The

Steeltex is placed on any convenient bench

or scaffolding and is bent at any desired

location on the sheet. Where it is necessary

to cut Steeltex to fit odd-shaped spaces or

around openings, it can be cut with the

ordinary No. 2 lather's snips. The rigidity of

the sheet of Steeltex combined with its con-

venient size, ease of cutting and bending,

makes for a rapid lathing operation.

Rapid Application

Aside from the time and labor saving fea-

tures mentioned above, the actual applica-

tion of the material with the aid of the

Steeltex Type A Lath Nail is a simple and

fast-moving operation. This nail is driven so

that the collar securely engages the rein-

forcing wire at the center of the crimp and

drives to a distance of one inch into the

wood. The insert shows a close-up of the

method of nailing. This type of nail is recom-

mended even though other types may be

satisfactorily used.

Stronger Walls and Ceilings

Naturally, the most satisfactory type of wall

and ceiling is that which offers a long life of

charm, while retaining all its original charac-

teristics. That is why Steeltex for Plaster is

widely used for quality work. In addition, the

absence of lath and stud marks on the walls

reduces the necessity for periodic mainte-

nance and painting.

1 Q
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-M STEELTEX FOR USE IN

IREPROOF CONSTRUCTION

SUSPENDED CEILING CONSTRUCTION

THROUGH THE USE OF STEELTEX

PRONG CHANNELS. Complete suspended

ceiling systems are also easily constructed

with Steeltex. Runner Channels are first hung

by heavy gauge wire or straps the required

distance from the floor slab and to these

runner channels %" Steeltex Prong Channels

are saddle-tied or clipped at right angles to

the runners. The sheets of Steeltex are

pressed against the channel allowing the

prongs to penetrate the backing. The prongs

are then bent over the reinforcing mesh and

are embedded in the plaster. The ceiling

lath is thus securely anchored every 5" by

a strong 1 272 gauge galvanized wire prong.

In addition to speed of erection, this type

of ceiling is light in weight and adaptable

to any desired contour.

CONTACT CEILING CONSTRUCTION
THROUGH USE OF STEELTEX ATTACH-
MENT BARS. Over standard steel framing,

steel joists, etc., Steeltex for Plaster Type A
is applied by means of the Steeltex Attach-

ment Bar which is either tied or clipped at

right angles to the steel joists. These attach-

ment bars are similar to the Steeltex Prong

Channels in that they are equipped with

prongs by which the Steeltex is applied and

fastened in the same manner as described

above. This method provides desirable

cross-furring under the joist and a rapid,

secure attachment for the plaster base.
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J-M STEELTEX HOLLOW PARTITION CON-
STRUCTION. Hollow partitions are constructed

by employing Steeltex Partition Studs. Welded

to the two channels of the stud are galvanized

wire prongs which penetrate the Steeltex backing

and engage the reinforcing mesh. This forms a

light weight, rigid, low cost partition with the

plaster thoroughly reinforced with Steeltex. The

Steeltex Technical Data Book contains complete

specifications with detailed sketches and appli-

cation instructions for this desirable method of

erecting low cost, non-load bearing partitions.

J-M CORNER AND JOINT REINFORCING

Where insulating board, plaster board or wood

lath is used as a plaster base, Johns-Manville

Corner and Joint Reinforcing should be used to

minimize cracking and strengthen the plaster at

these critical points. This material consists of strips

of cold-drawn, galvanized steel mesh (2" square

mesh of 16 gauge wire) with 3/I6
1

' furring crimps

at regular intervals. These crimps insure complete

embedment of the reinforcing wire in the plas-

ter. Corner and joint reinforcing is nailed over

the plaster base at internal corners, around all

ceiling angles and across all butted joints. When
used for joint reinforcing the material is furnished

in flat strips 4" wide and 50" long. Where it is

to be used as corner reinforcing, strips 6" wide

are used, bent to form 3" angle legs. J-M Corner

and Joint Reinforcing are packed 120 pieces to

the bundle (500 lineal ft.).



JOHNS-MANVILLE STEELTEX

FOR EXTERIOR STUCCO

$ Exterior walls of Portland Cement Stucco

reinforced with Steeltex for Stucco make

available to architects and owners a wide

selection of colored and textured surfaces

with minimum danger of cracking. Johns-

Manville Steeltex reinforced stucco walls

possess great strength with high resistance

to penetration of wind and moisture.

The selection of Steeltex as a reinforcing

agent is vital, for while cement stucco has

high resistance to weather and wear and is

a hard, durable material, it requires the ten-

sile strength of steel reinforcing in order to

adequately resist structural stresses to which

the stucco wall is subjected.

Steeltex for Stucco derives its reinforcing

effectiveness from a welded wire fabric of

heavily galvanized, copper-bearing steel

wires which become embedded in the stucco.

Attached to this reinforcing mesh is a water-

proof paper backing consisting of two layers

of heavy paper cemented together with a

water proof mastic. This double-ply water-

proof backing serves as a protective blanket

to the entire stuccoed area, effectively seal-

ing the slab against penetration of air and

moisture.

Then again Steeltex is an economical re-

inforcing since both the waterproof backing

and the steel reinforcing mesh is applied in

one operation eliminating the necessity of

purchasing and applying additional building

paper. The Steeltex backing also acts as a

base to receive and hold the stucco mortar

and assist in securing the proper flashing at

eaves, sills and openings.
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HECK THESE ADVANTAGES

STEELTEX FOR STUCCO

1* Maximu
cause the stucco is reinforced with a
rigidly welded network of heavy steel

wires which are completely embedded
in the stucco. This is the same principle

as reinforced concrete construction.

2* Added Resistance to Corrosion—
because all reinforcing is made of gal-

vanized copper-bearing steel and com-
pletely protected from corrosive action

by embedment in the stucco slab.

3* Extra Protection Against Dampness
and Air Penetration. The Steeltex back-

ing guards against moisture reaching

the framework and also seals the

stucco slab and aids in its curing. It

also facilitates proper flashing at the

roof line and around openings.



FOR USE IN NEW CONSTRUCTION. In new

construction, J-M Steeltex for Stucco is nailed

direct to the studs or over wood sheathing.

When applied direct to studs Steeltex

offers two important advantages. First, low

cost due to the elimination of any other

sheathing, and second, less danger of

stucco failure due to shrinkage and distor-

tion of the sheathing. Steeltex comes to

the job in either rolls 49
M
x I lO'/z' (50 sq.

yds.) or in sheets 49"x52". Like all other

Steeltex products, the application of Steel-

tex for Stucco requires no special tools

or equipment, nor recourse to other than

established methods of construction. Steeltex

is easy to bend and cuts conveniently with

the usual No. 2 lather's snips. Johns-Manville

recommends the use of the Steeltex Furring

Nail as its furring action results in complete

embedment of the reinforcing mesh.

FOR USE IN REMODELING. Steeltex for

Stucco is admirably suited for remodeling

and modernizing where drop siding, clap-

boards or shingles form the exterior side-

walls. It can be nailed directly over the old

siding, eliminating the inconvenience and

expense of removing the former siding ma-

terial. Modernizing with stucco reinforced

with Steeltex ends constant repainting, adds

fire resistance and brings a new colored

texture and beauty to the entire exterior.

Furthermore the house is protected against

the penetration of wind and moisture by the

water proof backing of the Steeltex and

a permanent "overcoat
11

of reinforced Port-

land Cement Stucco.

THE STEELTEX
FURRING NAIL

The Steeltex Furring Nail for apply-

ing Steeltex for Stucco has two func-

tions. It firmly secures the Steeltex to

the studs or sheathing and assures

3
/8
" embedment of the reinforcing

mesh. The use of this nail is essential

where the stucco reinforcement is not

self-furring. The nail is heavily gal-

vanized, of 12 gauge by IV2" anc^

packed 500 nails to the box, 12 boxes

the carton.



STUCCO REINFORCED WITH STEELTEX HAS
WITHSTOOD EARTHQUAKES AND HURRICANES

1« Laboratory tests conducted at

Columbia University prove conclu-

sively that Steeltex for Stucco results

in an unusually strong wall with

great resistance to distortion. This is

borne out in actual service as evi-

denced by the following experiences:

2« During a twisting Florida hur-

ricane in 1926 this house was ac-

tually blown from its foundation.

But the Steeltex reinforced stucco

walls remained intact and struc-

turally sound.

3« Here is definite verification of the laboratory tests. These

Steeltex reinforced stucco walls withstood the ravages of the

severe earthquake that raised havoc in New Zealand in 1931.



OTHER J-M STUCCO
REINFORCEMENTS

I

STYLE C-214. The same advantages found

in J-M Steeltex for Stucco are inherent in

this self-furring type, C-214. It is an all-

purpose reinforcement with integral 3
/s
M

fur-

ring crimps. In new construction, it is nailed

over wood or insulating board sheathing

where a building paper has been applied.

For remodeling work C-214 can also be

applied right over the old wall (including

brick masonry as illustrated). C-214 differs

from Steeltex for Stucco in that it does not

have an integral water-proof backing. Since

it is self-furring a galvanized hook head nail

or large head roofing nail can be used in-

stead of a furring nail. C-214 is supplied in

rolls 49"xM0ft'.

STYLE P-216 A self-furring lath with a

water- proof paper backing designed for

general use in connection with stucco for

new construction or remodeling. Steeltex

style P-2 1 6 is applied either directly to

studs or over any type of exterior sheathing.

Due to its self-furring action there is no

need for furring nails and the same type of

nails mentioned above may be used. Appli-

cation is simple and inexpensive. The fact

that the reinforcing wire is 16 gauge instead

of 14, as used in Steeltex for Stucco, offers

further economy in original cost. It is fur-

nished in rolls 49"xl \0Vi\
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J-M STEELTEX FOR

BRICK OR STONE VENEER

£ The construction of a brick or stone

veneer wall with Steeltex requires no radical

changes in building methods. It offers what

might be accurately termed a monolithic

wall, in that the brick or stone is actually

built into a steel reinforced cement slab

which becomes an integral part of the com-

plete masonry.

After the Steeltex has been nailed direct

to the wood studding, the brick or stone is

laid up approximately I" from the frame-

work. In place of the customary method of

tying to the framework however, this 1

11

space is filled in with cement-mortar as each

course is laid. The mortar is troweled around

the Steeltex reinforcing wires, completely

Page

embedding them. The result therefore is a

monolithic slab of brick or stone and steel-

reinforced mortar, bonded together for

greater strength and stability than is found

in ordinary veneer construction. Not only

does this method of monolithic construction

offer a structurally strong wall, but it elimi-

nates the I" dead air space which has no

insulating value (although such value is often

claimed for it) and which acts as a dan-

gerous flue in the case of interior wall fires.

Two sheets of heavy paper cemented to-

gether with a waterproof mastic form the

backing for Steeltex for Brick or Stone

Veneer. This backing serves as a shield

against penetration of air and moisture.

14

!• The brick or stone is built into

thoroughly bonded to a 1" slab of ce-

ment, producing a solid, one piece wall

construction.

2« All reinforcing wires are of heavily

galvanized, copper-bearing steel. When
completely embedded in the mortar,

these wires provide maximum resist-

ance to corrosive action.

3« The double ply waterproof backing

guards against the infiltration of air

and moisture and makes the use of any

other sheathing material unnecessary.



In addition to these structural improve-

ments, the Steeltex method insures a more

uniform distribution of mortar between the

brick joints. Moisture infiltration often occurs

in brick veneer construction because of this

lack of mortar in the vertical joints, but in

Steeltex reinforced brick walls, the mortar

works thoroughly into all joints, both vertical

and horizontal. As the mortar is troweled

and spaded behind the brick it forms a

thorough bond as illustrated at the right.

When applied directly over the studs and

framing, Steeltex for Brick or Stone Veneer

obviates the necessity for any other form of

sheathing and represents a considerable sav-

ing in construction cost.

In the majority of cases, the Steeltex

method is lower in cost than ordinary brick

or stone veneer construction.

Steeltex for Brick or Stone Veneer is simi-

lar to Steeltex for Stucco except that the

reinforcing wires are 16 gauge instead of

14 gauge. It is furnished in rolls 49" wide

and I lO'/i' long.
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COMPARE THE ADVANTAGES OF STEELTEX CONSTRUCTI
THE ORDINARY METHOD OF APPLYING BRICK OR STONE VENEER

Ordinary Method !• The brick wall is

free standing, separated

from the framework and
fastened by means of

metal ties.

2* When Steeltex is not

used, it is necessary for

the mason to leave a 1"

air space between the

brick and sheathing. This

becomes a dangerous
flue in case of interior

wall fires.

3* Partially filled verti-

cal joints on the inside

of the ordinary brick
veneer wall offer little

barrier to the penetra-

tion of air and moisture.

r

Steeltex W-ethod !• The
built as an integral part

of the structure.

2« The brick is bonded
to a one inch slab of

cement mortar which in

turn is permanently re-

inforced by heavy gal-

vanized steel wires. Air

space eliminated.

3« Properly filled mor-

tar joints are assured

and heavy waterproof

backing adds further

protection to the pene-

tration of wind and rain.
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J-M STEELTEX

FLOOR LATH

0 Structural strength and economy are the

two outstanding characteristics generally

attributed to J-M Steeltex Floor Lath. Here,

in one product, is a combination reinforce-

ment and form, scientifically designed to

give maximum reinforcing value, to facili-

tate proper curing of the concrete, and to

introduce outstanding economies in appli-

cation and in the use of concrete materials.

The reinforcing element of Steeltex Floor

Lath is a 3"x4" mesh of cold-drawn 1 2 gauge

galvanized steel wire electrically welded at

all intersections. To this reinforcing mesh is

attached a cord-reinforced fibrous back-

ing which is water resistant and of ample

strength not only to support the concrete

while being placed but to withstand the

customary rough usage encountered on any

construction work. Steeltex insures a safe

walking surface when the material has been

securely clipped to the joists.

Since Steeltex Floor Lath is furnished in

roll form the reinforcing mesh extends in one

piece across the entire panel or bay which

gives lateral stiffness, continuity of reinforc-

ing and distribution of load over a number

of joists or beams.

As the concrete is placed, the reinforcing

mesh becomes thoroughly embedded in the

slab and the water-resistant backing pre-

vents loss of water, cement, and light

aggregate from the concrete mix. This fea-

ture, minimizes waste and permits other

trades to work on the floors below while con-

crete is being placed. Concrete dropping

and clean-up expense are considerably re-

duced when Steeltex Floor Lath is used.

Steeltex Floor Lath is furnished in con-

veniently handled rolls 4' wide by 125' long.

In many parts of the country Steeltex Floor

Lath is specified as standard for the rein-

forcing of light slab concrete floors and

roofs applied over steel joists.

I
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THE STEELTEX CLIP

Steeltex Sharp Nose Clips provide a

secure method of attaching Steeltex

to the joists. These clips are furnished

with the Steeltex Floor Lath without

charge.



HKethod 4 Application

Since Steeltex is supplied in roll form it is

laid as simply as a carpet runner by unrolling

over the joists. Rolls can be more quickly

laid than sheets and with less wastage since

overlapping is minimized. The Steeltex is

clipped to the end joist and drawn taut by

means of the Steeltex Stretcher. It is then

rapidly clipped to each intermediate joist,

as illustrated on the previous page. The

Steeltex clip provides a secure method of

anchoring the Steeltex to the joists. The re-

sult is a strong, level, safe walking surface.

tconomtf in use 4 Concrete

When concrete is placed over Steeltex Floor

Lath there is a pronounced absence of the

excessive sag usually encountered. This re-

sults in a decided saving of material, since

only a minimum of concrete is placed to

form a complete slab. Note the clean, level

appearance of the underside of this floor

slab reinforced with Steeltex. Savings in the

use of concrete combined with the quick

method of application described above make

Steeltex Floor Lath a decided economy.

Reinforced, 2roperl\j * Cured

It has been noted that Steeltex assists in

the proper curing of the concrete slab by

preventing the loss of water, cement and

light aggregate from the concrete mix.

Moreover the thorough embedment of the

steel wires and the continuity of reinforcing

assures a slab of predetermined strength.

For the convenience of the architects com-

plete Technical Data Books are available.
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J-M STEELTEX WELDED

WIRE REINFORCEMENT

$ Adaptable to any kind of concrete con-

struction, J-M Welded Wire Reinforcement

is more than an ordinary "steel reinforce-

ment." It is an electrically-welded wire fab-

ric of square or rectangular mesh of high

grade cold-drawn steel wire, automatically

assembled and accurately spaced before

welding. This welding produces an absolutely

rigid connection at every joint, and prevents

distortion of the fabric so that the concrete

flows freely around all parts of the reinforce-

ment. In this way the wires become com-

pletely embedded.

J-M Welded Wire Rein-

forcement is widely used to

reinforce sidewalks, base-

ment and garage floors,

driveways and similar types

of concrete construction.

The steel wire mesh pro-

Cross section of weld in J-M
Welded Wire Reinforcement. Lon-
gitudinal and transverse members
are fused into one homogeneous
section to produce an absolutely
rigid joint.

tects the concrete slab against progressive

cracking due to sudden temperature changes

as well as against settlement of the sub-

grade, vibration or unusually heavy wear.

The rolls are of such length as to provide

an unbroken continuity of reinforcement ex-

tending across the entire width of most build-

ings. Full reinforcement is thus obtained at

every section of the slab, while the almost

complete absence of laps and splices re-

duces the required quantity of steel.

Practically any desired size of mesh and

gauge of wire may be ob-

tained in J-M Welded Wire

Reinforcement, and this

wide range of selection

adapts the material to a

multitude of uses. (See

reference tables on the

following page.)
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REFERENCE TABLE FOR J-M

WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT
Dimensions^
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